
 

 
 

 

Keeping track of mobile home health care services nurses and technicians is not 
an easy task, especially with paper-based forms. If you’re still using spreadsheets 
to schedule patient visits, forget about efficiency and accuracy. In the heavily-
regulated industry of home health care, organizations must ensure HIPAA 
compliance in every aspect of their health services operations. With a highly 
distributed mobile home health care workforce, the challenge only increases.  
How can home health care service providers go digital, while maintaining HIPAA 
compliance?  

As the only HIPAA compliant field service software on the market, the Field Squared Field Service 
Automation Platform helps home health care service providers remain HIPAA compliant while on the go. 
Field Squared provides operations managers a single pane of glass from which to schedule and dispatch 
nurses, coordinators and technicians; manage work orders; create digital HIPAA compliant mobile health 
care forms; enable real-time notifications; and track medical equipment assets/inventory. With Field 
Squared, you can focus on patient care while we take care of the rest. 

  

Key Benefits 
• HIPAA Compliant 
• Granular Security and 

Role-Based 
Permissions 

• Create HIPAA 
Compliant Mobile 
Forms 

• Send Real-Time Status 
Alerts to Patients 

Schedule and Dispatch Optimized Daily and Recurring Care Routes 
• Schedule and dispatch daily and 

recurring care routes for RNs, LPNs, 
CNAs and technicians 

• Quickly route urgent calls from a 
patient and dispatch the nearest or 
next available nurse 

• Create a care needed schedule with 
automated appointment 
notifications to patients and staff 

  

Key Capabilities 

• Scheduling & 
Dispatching 

• Real-Time Tracking 
• Mobile Forms 
• Online & Offline 

Availability 
• Asset & Inventory 

Management 
• Reporting 
• Mobile Application 
• Integrates with EMRs 

Create HIPAA Compliant Digital Mobile Forms 
• Replace paper forms with digital HIPAA 

compliant mobile forms (i.e., medical 
release, consent, aide plans, patient 
visits, directives) 

• Collect secure health care data with 
signature capture  

• Pre-fill forms with patient data to save 
time on data entry 

• Email completed forms to patients, staff 
and doctors 

• Automate insurance provider invoicing 
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FIELD SERVICE AUTOMATION SOFTWARE FOR HEALTH CARE  

Create HIPAA compliant mobile forms, schedule patient visits, and effortlessly manage territories 

 

SOLUTIONS DATASHEET 



Be Confident with Security and Granular 
Role-Based Permissions 
• Ensure HIPAA compliance with all patient data and 

communications 

• Granular security with role-based permission 
settings at both the user and team levels 

• Military grade AES-256 encryption 

• Clients and servers communicate with the same 
technology used by banks to secure your data 

 

 Keep Patients In-The-Know with Real-Time 
Status Notifications 
• Notify customers in real-time via status updates, 

such as ETA, late arrival and rescheduling 

• Reduce patient care knowledge gaps with previous 
message and conversation history 

• Keep everyone on the same page with group 
messaging and collaboration 

View and Track Staff, Assets and Jobs on a 
Map in real-time 
• Know exactly where health staff is in real-time 

• See patient locations and territories on a map 

• Track time on site, unscheduled stops, speeding, 
and other key performance metrics 

• Find the nearest health worker for urgent visits 

• Audit visits through a historical replay 

 

 

 

 

 

Thousands of people use Field Squared every day. Don’t wait, join the crowd.  
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DATASHEET: FIELD SQUARED FOR HEALTH CARE 

The Only HIPAA Compliant Field Service Software 
At Field Squared, we take software security and the security of our 
customer’s data seriously. That’s why we went through the rigorous 
process of certifying Field Squared software to be HIPAA compliant. 
Field Squared is the only HIPAA compliant field service management 
software platform on the market. 
 


